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Abstract. In this work we improve and extend a technique named recursive doubling
proceduredeveloped by Yuan and Lu [J. Lightwave Technology 25 (2007), 3649-3656]
for solving periodic array problems. It turns out that when the periodic array contains
an infinite number of periodic cells, our method gives a fast evaluation of the exact
boundary Robin-to-Robin mapping if the wave number is complex, or real but in the
stop bands. This technique is also used to solve the time-dependent Schr o¨dinger equa-
tion in both one and two dimensions, when the periodic potential functions have some
local defects.
1 Introduction
Nowadays periodic structure problems arise quite often in many modern application
areas like semiconductor nanostructures (e.g. quantum dots and nanocrystals), semi-
conductor superlattices [6], [36], photonic crystal (PC) structures [5], [25], [29], meta ma-
terials [31] or Bragg gratings of surface plasmon polariton (SPP) waveguides [18], [32].
The most interesting property of these periodic media, especially in optical applica-
tions, is the capability to select the ranges off requencies of the waves that are allowed to
pass or blocked in the waveguide (’frequency filter’). Waves in (infinite) periodic media
only exist if their frequencies lie inside these allowed continuous bands separated by for-
bidden gaps. This fact corresponds mathematically to the gap structure of the differential
operator having so–called pass bandsand stop bands. Numerical simulations are necessary
for the design, analysis and finally optimization of the waveguiding periodic structures.
2In many cases these wave propagation problems are modeled by periodic partial dif-
ferential equations (PDEs) on unbounded domains and for solving these equations nu-
merically one has to confine the spatial domain to a bounded computational domain (in
a neighborhood of the region of physical interest). Artificial boundaries are thus necessary
to be introduced and adequate boundary conditions should be imposed. Note that even
in the case of a bounded but large domain, it is a common practice to reduce the original
domain to a smaller one by introducing artificial boundaries, for example, see [27].
The ideal boundary conditions at the artificial boundaries should not only lead to
well–posed problems, but also mimic the perfect absorption of waves leaving the compu-
tational domain through the artificial boundaries. Moreover, these boundary conditions
should allow for an easy implementation. These boundary conditions are usually called
absorbing (or transparent, non–reflecting in the same spirit) in the literature. We refer the
interested reader to a couple of review papers [3], [14], [16], [17], [35] on this fundamental
research topic.
Though absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) for wave-like equations have been a
hot research issue for many years and many developments have been made on their
designing and implementing, the issue of exact ABCs for periodic structure problems
is still not fully-resolved. Some progresses can be found in the recent research arti-
cles [9], [10], [12], [13], [23], [30], [33], [34], [38], [39], [40] and [42]. For a review on the
theory of waves in locally periodic media including a survey on physical applications we
refer the reader to [15].
In the existing literature frequency domain methods (FDMs) are usually considered for
wave problems with periodic structures [22]. These methods are able to exploit the
special geometric structure and are based on an eigenmode expansion in every longi-
tudinally uniform cell. Frequently, the FDMs are used in conjunction with the perfectly
matched layer (PML) [7] technique for dealing with unbounded domains. Afterwards the
bidirectional beam propagation methods (BiBPMs) [20] were introduced. Like the FDMs, they
can utilize the periodic geometry but additionally they (and also the eigenmode expansion
methods in [7] and [20]) are able to resolve the multiple reflections at the longitudinal
interfaces.
The methods of Jacobsen [21] and Yuan & Lu [38] were developed to be more efficient
than the eigenmode expansion methods, because it turns out that solving the eigenmodes
in each segment is quite time consuming. More recently, a DtN mapping method [37] was
developed by Yuan and Lu that is more accurate than the BiBPMs, since this approach
works (mostly) without any approximation. In [39] the efficiency of this sequential DtN
approach was further improved by a recursive doubling process for the DtN map.
In this paper we study a numerical method for the Helmholtz equation
−∆u(x)+Vu(x)+zn2u(x)= f (x). (1.1)
Here z is a complex parameter, V =V(x) and n= n(x) are two sufficiently smooth real
functions bounded from both below and above. The function n is also positive. The
geometry, the functions V and n are assumed to be periodic at least on some part of the
3definition domain. In some special cases [21] it is possible to obtain analytic expressions
of the solution, but in general, the Helmholtz equation (1.1) has to be solved numerically.
If the number of periodic cells is large, then a direct discretization of the whole domain
involves a huge number of unknowns which makes it both impractical and costly from
an implementational point of view. Our motivation is to find a smart resolution without
naively solving the whole domain problem.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is concerned with the Helmholtz equation
(1.1) defined on a finite periodic array. An efficient and robust algorithm of the boundary
Robin-to-Robin (RtR) mapping is presented. This algorithm is then utilized in Section 3 to
solve a model waveguide problem. In Section 4 the semi-infinite periodic array problems
are considered. It turns out that the algorithm described in Section 2 is very efficient for
obtaining the exact boundary RtR mapping if the wave number is complex with nonzero
imaginary part or real but in the stop bands. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss the numerical
simulation of the time–dependent Schro¨dinger equation in two space dimensions with a
bi–periodic potential function containing a defect.
2 Boundary mappings for arrays periodic in one direction
Let us consider the Helmholtz equation (1.1) under the condition that V(x)≡ 0 and
f (x)≡0, on an array consisting of N identical cells as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Γ0 Γ1 Γ2 ΓN−2 ΓN−1 ΓN
C0 C1 CN−2 CN−1
Σ0
− Σ1
− ΣN−2
− ΣN−1
−
Σ0
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+ ΣN−2
+ ΣN−1
+
Fig. 1: Schematic view of a periodic array consisting of N cells.
We suppose that appropriate homogeneous linear boundary conditions are specified at
the upper and lower, and the interior (if existing) boundaries, and these boundary condi-
tions have the same periodicity consistent with that of the periodic structure. Here, “ap-
propriate” means that these boundary conditions do not influence the well–posedness of
the interior Helmholtz equation.
We define two Robin mappings of u as
Gxu =(∂x+ +
√
z)u, F xu =(−∂x+ +
√
z)u.
For given boundary data F xu on Γi and Gxu on Γi+k, the Helmholtz equation (1.1), to-
gether with the boundary conditions on the upper and lower, and the interior (if exist-
ing) boundaries, is well–posed on the domain ∪i+k−1l=i Cl (see Lemma A). This implies that
4there exist four linear operators Ak, Bk, Ck and Dk satisfying
Gxu |Γi =AkF xu |Γi+BkGxu |Γi+k , F xu |Γi+k =CkF xu |Γi+DkGxu |Γi+k . (2.1)
Numerically, these operators can be derived by an appropriate spatial discretization of
the domain ∪k−1l=0 Cl . But if k is big, a large number of unknowns would get involved,
which leads to a high computational effort. The task of this section is to design an efficient
and robust algorithm for evaluating these operators.
Suppose for k∈{m,n}, the four linear operators Ak, Bk, Ck and Dk have already been
obtained. From (2.1) we obtain
Gxu |Γi =Am(CnF xu |Γi−n+DnGxu |Γi)+BmGxu |Γi+m ,
F xu |Γi =CnF xu |Γi−n+Dn(AmF xu |Γi+BmGxu |Γi+m).
According to Lemma B, I−AmDn and I−DnAm (I denotes the identity operator) are
invertible and thus we have
Gxu |Γi =(I−AmDn)−1AmCnF xu |Γi−n+(I−AmDn)−1BmGxu |Γi+m ,
F xu |Γi =(I−DnAm)−1CnF xu |Γi−n+(I−DnAm)−1DnBmGxu |Γi+m .
(2.2)
Substituting the above expressions into (2.1) gives
Gxu |Γi−n =[An+Bn(I−AmDn)−1AmCn]F xu |Γi−n+Bn(I−AmDn)−1BmGxu |Γi+m ,
F xu |Γi+m =Cm(I−DnAm)−1CnF xu |Γi−n+[Dm+Cm(I−DnAm)−1DnBm]Gxu |Γi+m ,
which imply the relations
Am+n=An+Bn(I−AmDn)−1AmCn, Bm+n=Bn(I−AmDn)−1Bm,
Cm+n=Cm(I−DnAm)−1Cn, Dm+n=Dm+Cm(I−DnAm)−1DnBm.
(2.3)
Hence, for any fixed cell number N, the operators AN , BN , CN , and DN can be obtained
by the following steps:
1. Derive A1, B1, C1, and D1 by the cell analysis. If N=1, it is done;
2. Write N into binary form (jL ··· j0)2, with L=[log2 N] and jL=1;
3. Use the relations (2.3) L times by setting m= n= 2k−1 to get A2k , B2k , C2k , and D2k
for k=1,.. .,L;
4. For l=L−1,.. .,0, if jl 6=0, then use (2.3) by setting m=(jL ··· jl+10···0)2 and n=2l to
obtain A(jL···jl0···0)2 , B(jL···jl0···0)2 , C(jL···jl0···0)2 and D(jL···jl0···0)2 .
5The above procedure uses (2.3) at most 2[log2 N] times.
Given the boundary dataF xu |Γ0 and Gxu |ΓN , in some cases it is necessary to obtain other
data in a sub–domain of ∪N−1l=0 Cl , for example, F yu |Σ− and Gyu |Σ− where Σ−=∪N−1i=0 Σ−i . We
need only to compute all F xu |Γi and Gxu |Γi+1 since for each i they completely determine
the function u restricted to Ci. If N happens to be a power of 2, say N= 2L, this can be
achieved efficiently with the following algorithm:
For p= L,. . .,1 and k= 0,.. .,2L−p−1, compute Gxu |Γk2p+2p−1 and F xu |Γk2p+2p−1 using (2.2)
by setting i= k2p+2p−1 and n=m=2p−1.
For a general cell number N, we proceed in the following way:
1. Write N into binary form (jL ··· j0)2, with L=[log2 N] and jL=1;
2. For l = 0,.. .,L, if jl 6= 0, compute Ak, Bk, Ck, and Dk for k= (jl ··· j0)2 and k= N−
(jl ··· j0)2, and use (2.2) by replacing i,n with (jl ··· j0)2 and m with N−(jl ··· j0)2 to
derive Gxu |Γ(jl ···j0)2 and F
x
u |Γ(jl ···j0)2 . Then use the algorithm above for a power of 2 to
derive Gxu |Γi and F xu |Γi for any i=(jk ··· j0)2+1,··· ,(jl ··· j0)2−1, where k is the largest
number satisfying k< l and jk 6=0.
For any i = 1,.. .,N−1, the above algorithm uses (2.3) at most 2[log2 N] times and (2.2)
at most [log2 N] times. After all F xu |Γi and Gxu |Γi are derived, F yu |Σ−i and G
y
u |Σ−i are then
obtained by the cell analysis. The final results can be written into the following form
Gyu |Σ−=(F→G)F xu |Γ0+(G→G)Gxu |ΓN , F yu |Σ−=(F→F )F xu |Γ0+(G→F )Gxu |ΓN . (2.4)
Here (F→G), (G→G), (F→F ) and (G→F ) are four linear operators defined in suitable
distributional spaces.
Remark 2.1. If the boundary condition on ΓN is given as a Robin-to-Robin (RtR) mapping
Gxu |ΓN =ENF xu |ΓN+SN , (2.5)
where EN is a linear operator and SN is a function defined on ΓN , we have
Gxu |ΓN =EN(I−DNEN)−1CNF xu |Γ0+[I+EN(I−DNEN)−1DN ]SN ,
and
Gxu |Γ0 =[AN+BNEN(I−DNEN)−1CN ]F xu |Γ0+[BN+BNEN(I−DNEN)−1DN ]SN . (2.6)
The invertibility of I−DNEN is obvious if the periodic array problem is well–posed with
the RtR boundary mapping (2.5) on ΓN . This expression (2.6) yields an exact RtR mapping
at the leftmost boundary Γ0. Furthermore, if the Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) mapping
is well–defined on Γ0, it can be derived straightforwardly from (2.6).
6Remark 2.2. Recently, Yuan and Lu [39] proposed an analogous technique for deriving
the exact DtN mapping. In their cell analysis, instead of using Robin data on Γi and
Γi+1, they used Dirichlet data to determine Neumann data. A problem will appear if −z
happens to be one of the eigenvalues of the operator −∆ on ∪i+2J−1k=i Ck for some J with
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions specified on Γi and Γi+2J , since in this case,
the Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) mapping does not exist at all. One might argue that the
probability for this to happen is very small, but if the total number of periodic cells is
large, the eigenvalues of −∆ with Dirichlet boundary conditions are very dense in the
pass bands. This implies that if there are some eigenvalues of −∆ very close but never
equal to s, though the DtN mapping exists, it is very ill-conditioned.
3 Application to Waveguide Problems
In this section we give a first application of the technique proposed in the last section.
Consider the Helmholtz equation in the waveguide shown in Fig. 2. The domain between
Γ1 and Γ2 consists of four periodic cells. Each cell has a size of 1×2 with a hole of 0.5×1
in the center. The domain between Γ3 and Γ4 also contains four periodic cells. Each
cell has a size of 1×1 with a hole of 0.5×0.5. These two periodic structures are joined
with a junction region between Γ2 and Γ3. The domains left to Γ1 and right to Γ4 are
homogeneous.
Wave In
Wave Out
Medium 1 Medium 2Junction
Γ1 Γ2
Γ3 Γ4
Fig. 2: Schematic view of a model waveguide. Two waveguides with different periodic material properties are
joined with a junction zone between Γ2 and Γ3.
The governing equation is the Helmholtz equation (1.1) without source term f (x) and
z(x)≡−k2, i.e.
∆u+k2u=0, (3.1)
where k > 0 is the real wave number. Zero Dirichlet data is specified on the interior
boundaries, and zero Neumann data on the top and bottom boundaries. A plane wave
u0(x,y)= e−ikx is traveling in the waveguide from the left side. It is well–known that the
disturbance part u−u0 satisfies the left–going boundary condition on Γ1, i.e.,
∂
∂x
(u−u0)= +
√
−∂2y−k2(u−u0), (x,y)∈Γ1,
7or equivalently in the form of RtR mapping,
F xu =
ik− +
√
−∂2y−k2
ik+ +
√
−∂2y−k2
Gxu+2iku0, (x,y)∈Γ1. (3.2)
The wave function u satisfies the right–going boundary condition on Γ4, i.e.,
∂u
∂x
=− +
√
−∂2y−k2 u, (x,y)∈Γ4,
or equivalently,
Gxu =
ik− +
√
−∂2y−k2
ik+ +
√
−∂2y−k2
F xu , (x,y)∈Γ4. (3.3)
Now by using the technique in the last section, we could derive the RtR mapping on Γ2
and Γ3. The wave function is then resolved by solving the Helmholtz equation only in the
junction region between Γ2 and Γ3.
To understand the typical wave behaviour in periodic waveguides we must consider
the band structure diagrams of the characteristic equation−∆u=λu restricted to a single
periodic cell. As assumed, the top and bottom boundary conditions are homogeneous
Neumann, and the interior boundary condition is homogeneous Dirichlet. The boundary
conditions at the left and right boundaries of the single cell are pseudoperiodic, namely,
uright= eiθuleft, ∂xuright= eiθ∂xuleft,
where the parameter θ lies in the interval [0,2pi]. For each value of θ, there exists a se-
quence of real eigenvalues λ that are shown in the following band structure diagrams.
These eigenvalues, also regarded as discrete energies, correspond to a series of Bloch waves
which could travel through the waveguides without damping.
Figs. 3 and 4 show these band structures for the two periodic structures to the left
and to the right. The results are obtained by an eighth–order finite element discretization
using the step sizes ∆x=∆y=0.125. For the left periodic structure between Γ1 and Γ2, the
first two stop bands are (−∞,8.27±0.01) and (16.69±0.01,19.49±0.01), while for the right pe-
riodic structure between Γ3 and Γ4, they are (−∞,23.61±0.01) and (29.85±0.01,47.10±0.01).
The first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet boundary value problem for the left periodic struc-
ture is 19.49±0.01, while 47.10±0.01 for the right periodic structure.
We consider in the sequel five cases: k=
√
8, k=
√
19.49, k=6, k=
√
47.10 and k=8.
1. k2=8 lies in stop bands of both two structures.
2. k2=19.49 is the first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet boundary value problem for the left
periodic structure.
3. k2=36 lies in pass bands of both two structures.
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Fig. 3: Band structure with stop bands for the left periodic structure. The first two stop bands are the intervals
(−∞,8.27±0.01) and (16.69±0.01,19.49±0.01)
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Fig. 4: Band structure with stop bands for the right periodic structure. The first two stop bands are the intervals
(−∞,23.61±0.01) and (29.85±0.01,47.10±0.01)
94. k2=47.10 is the first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet boundary value problem of the right
periodic structure.
5. k2=64 lies in pass bands of both two structures.
We point out the fact that the cases k=
√
19.49 and k=
√
47.10 cannot be solved with Yuan
and Lu’s method [39] (cf. Remark 2.2). Figs. 5–9 show the real part of the wave function
for the five chosen wave numbers. Again an eighth-order finite element code was used
in the computation with the step sizes ∆x=∆y=0.125.
Fig. 5: Real part of the wave function for k=
√
8.
Fig. 6: Real part of the wave function for k=
√
19.49.
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Fig. 7: Real part of the wave function for k=6.
Fig. 8: Real part of the wave function for k=
√
47.10.
Fig. 9: Real part of the wave function for k=8.
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4 Exact RtR mapping for semi-infinite periodic array problems
In many cases the exact RtR (thus DtN or DtR) mapping is necessary to handle semi–
infinite periodic array problems properly, see Fig. 10. Joly, Li and Fliss [23] presented a
Newton-type method for the Helmholtz equation when z has a nonzero imaginary part.
In this case any outgoing wave decays to zero exponentially fast at infinity. In Section 2,
we have proposed a fast algorithm within O(log2 N) operations for obtaining the exact
RtR mapping
g0=AN f0+BN gN .
If the solution decays in one periodic cell with a factor of σ, by setting N= d− lneσ e, it is
hopeful that AN gives an approximation of the exact RtR mapping on Γ0 with an error of
O(e). Here e denotes the machine precision.
Fig. 10: Schematic view of a semi-infinite periodic array. Each cell has a size of 1×1, and a hole of 0.5×0.5
lies in the center.
It turns out that if Imz 6=0, or z is real but in the stop bands, the operatorAN converges
with an exponential rate to the exact RtR operator. In Fig. 11, we plot the relative errors
of AN w.r.t. Are f , which is obtained by setting N=1024. In the computation we set ∆x=
∆y=0.125 and use an eighth-order finite element method, thus in the discrete level AN is
expressed with a 65-by-65 matrix. Recall that k2=23,31 are in stop bands, and k2=25,50
in pass bands, cf. Fig. 4. As a conclusion, using the doubling procedure illustrated in
Section 2 at most J = dlog2d− lneσ ee times gives the exact RtR boundary mapping at the
leftmost boundary up to machine precision. In our numerical tests no instability has been
detected even if we set N to as large as 220. Our technique presents a very fast and robust
evaluation of the exact RtR mapping.
If z lies in the stop bands, some traveling Floquet modes would appear, and the above
argument ceases to hold. For a well–posed PDE problem, we have to specify the outgoing
waves and incoming waves. In a recent work of Joly et al. [23] a method is proposed to
resolve this problem. However, we will not discuss this issue in this paper.
As an application, we consider the linear time–dependent Schro¨dinger equation
iut+uxx=Vu, x∈R. (4.1)
The initial data u0(x) and the potential function V are set to be
u0(x)=exp(−x2+ik0x), V(x)= ∑
n∈Z,n 6=0
V0 exp(−(x−10n)2).
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Fig. 11: Convergence of the RtR mapping.
In the Laplace domain the Schro¨dinger equation (4.1) is transformed into
−uˆxx+(V−is)uˆ=−iu0, x∈R, (4.2)
where Re s>0 and uˆ denotes the Laplace transformation of u defined by
uˆ(x,s)=
∫ +∞
0
u(x,t)e−stdt.
The function u0 is well–supported in the interval [−5,5]. Outside of [−5,5], the potential
function V can be considered periodic with a period of 10. For any fixed s, the equation
(4.2) can be solved in [−5,5] with a high–order spatial discretization method. Here we
use M eighth–order finite elements, which include 8M+1 grid points. The RtR boundary
conditions at x=±5 are derived by the method presented in the beginning of this section.
The same number of grid points are used in the discrete periodic cell analysis.
The inverse Laplace transformation is evaluated numerically as
u(x,t)=
1
2pii
∫ γ+i∞
γ−i∞
estuˆ(x,s)ds≈ 1
2pi
∫ fmax
− fmax
χ( f )e(γ+i f )tuˆ(x,γ+i f )d f , (4.3)
and the integral is further approximated by the middle–point rule. Several parameters
need to be tuned: the damping factor γ, the cutoff frequency fmax, and the number of
quadrature points N f . In principle, the bigger is γ, the smoother is the function uˆ, thus
the number of quadrature points can be made smaller. But to guarantee stability γ cannot
be too large. This is typically because there is an exponential factor eγt involved in the
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integral. The cutoff frequency fmax depends on the regularity of the solution. The smoother
is u, the smaller is fmax. We leave open the theoretical investigation on the optimal choice
of these parameters in this paper. For the considered model problem when k0 = 2 and
M=16, we set
fmax=200, γ=1, N f =1024,
and the filtering function χ as
χ( f )=exp
(−(1.2 f / fmax)20).
If V0=0, the exact solution is
u(x,t)=
√
i
−4t+i exp
(−ix2−k0x+k20t
−4t+i
)
.
The relative L2–errors in the computational region [−5,5] are listed in Table 1 at different
time points. We observe that in this time regime the relative errors are very small. If
V0 6=0, the analytical exact solution is in general not available. In Fig. 12 we illustrate the
solution at different time points for V0=10.
Time Point 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
Relative L2–Error 1.83(-8) 2.12(-8) 2.66(-8) 3.14(-8) 3.56(-8) 3.92(-8)
Table 1: Relative L2–errors in [−5,5] at different time points for V0=0.
5 Numerical Simulation of the transient Schro¨dinger equation
in 2D
In this section we consider the following two-dimensional transient Schro¨dinger equa-
tion
iut+uxx+uyy=Vu, ∀(x,y)∈R2, ∀t>0, (5.1)
u(x,y,0)=u0(x,y), ∀(x,y)∈R2, (5.2)
u(x,y,t)→0, r=
√
x2+y2→+∞, ∀t>0. (5.3)
See Fig. 13. The potential function V =V(x,y) is bi-periodic with a periodicity of 1×1
and a defect exists in the center of this periodic structure. The initial data u0 is assumed
locally supported, say in the defect cell.
The definition domain of the above problem is unbounded, and as a first step we
could truncate the domain by introducing a rectangular artificial boundary and on it im-
posing the periodic boundary condition. This treatment is justified if the time interval of
14
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Fig. 12: Evolution of a Gaussian packet in a periodic potential. (a) t=1. (b) t=2. (c) t=3. (d) t=4. The
dashed blue line shows the potential function scaled by 1/V0.
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Fig. 13: A bi-periodic potential function with a defect in the center.
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simulation is finite and the number of cells enclosed by the artificial boundary is suffi-
ciently large.
The next step is to find a suitable numerical scheme to resolve the wave field. Our ba-
sic idea is analogous to that in the last section for handling the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger
equation with periodic potentials at infinity. We first go to the frequency domain by solv-
ing the Helmholtz equation
−uxx−uyy+(V−is)u=−iu0 (5.4)
with a series of complex parameters s, and then perform the inverse Laplace transfor-
mation with a frequency filter. Notice that in (5.4) we use the same notation u to repre-
sent its Laplace-transformed function. This is mainly for the brevity of notations used
in the following of this section. Of course we do not intend to solve the equation (5.4)
on the whole truncated domain, since a large number of unknowns would still get in-
volved. Instead, we try to find an accurate boundary condition on the defect cell bound-
ary ΓiE∪ΓiS∪ΓiW∪ΓiN , and perform computation only on the defect cell.
To arrive at this point, let us first consider the equation (5.4) on the geometry shown
in Fig. 14. Suppose periodic boundary conditions are specified on Σ0 and ΣM. Set ΓW =
∪M−1k=0 ΓW,k and ΓE=∪M−1k=0 ΓE,k. In the y-direction, we have M periodic layers.
Σ0
Σ1
Σ2
ΣM−1
ΣM
ΓW,0
ΓW,1
ΓW,2
ΓW,M−1
ΓE,0
ΓE,1
ΓE,2
ΓE,M−1
Fig. 14: Schematic view of a bi-periodic structure with periodic boundary conditions specified on Σ0 and ΣM.
We define the discrete Fourier transformation in the y-direction as
uˆk(x,y)=
M−1
∑
m=0
u(x,y+mL)ωkm, ω= e−2ipi/M, k=0,1,.. .,M−1.
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The inverse transformation is given as
u(x,y+mL)=
1
M
M−1
∑
k=0
uˆk(x,y)ω−km.
It is straightforward to verify that
uˆk(x,y+L)=ω−kuˆk(x,y).
Thus the problem on the domain shown in Fig. 14 can be reduced to M periodic array
problems with pseudo–periodic boundary conditions on Σ0 and Σ1. By the analysis in
Section 2, we get
Gxuˆk |ΓW,0 = AˆkF xuˆk |ΓW,0+BˆkGxuˆk |ΓE,0 , F xuˆk |ΓE,0 = CˆkF xuˆk |ΓW,0+DˆkGxuˆk |ΓE,0 ,
and
Gyuˆk |Σ0 = ̂(F→G)kF xuˆk |ΓW,0+ ̂(G→G)kGxuˆk |ΓE,0 ,
F yuˆk |Σ0 = ̂(F→F )kF xuˆk |ΓW,0+ ̂(G→F )kGxuˆk |ΓE,0 .
Then going back to the variable u of (5.4) yields
Gxu |ΓW,m =AmF xu |ΓW +BmGxu |ΓE , F xu |ΓE,m =CmF xu |ΓW +DmGxu |ΓE ,
and
Gyu |Σm =(F→G)mF xu |ΓW +(G→G)mGxu |ΓE ,
F yu |Σm =(F→F )mF xu |ΓW +(G→F )mGxu |ΓE ,
where
AmF xu |ΓW =
1
M
M−1
∑
n=0
[
M−1
∑
k=0
Aˆkωk(n−m)
]
F xu |ΓW,n ,
BmGxu |ΓE =
1
M
M−1
∑
n=0
[
M−1
∑
k=0
Bˆkωk(n−m)
]
Gxu |ΓE,n ,
CmF xu |ΓW =
1
M
M−1
∑
n=0
[
M−1
∑
k=0
Cˆkωk(n−m)
]
F xu |ΓW,n ,
DmGxu |ΓE =
1
M
M−1
∑
n=0
[
M−1
∑
k=0
Dˆkωk(n−m)
]
Gxu |ΓE,n ,
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and
(F→G)mF xu |ΓW =
1
M
M−1
∑
n=0
[
M−1
∑
k=0
̂(F→G)kωk(n−m)
]
F xu |ΓW,n ,
(G→G)mGxu |ΓE =
1
M
M−1
∑
n=0
[
M−1
∑
k=0
̂(G→G)kωk(n−m)
]
Gxu |ΓE,n ,
(F→F )mF xu |ΓW =
1
M
M−1
∑
n=0
[
M−1
∑
k=0
̂(F→F )kωk(n−m)
]
F xu |ΓW,n ,
(G→F )mGxu |ΓE =
1
M
M−1
∑
n=0
[
M−1
∑
k=0
̂(G→F )kωk(n−m)
]
Gxu |ΓE,n .
Note that the above operators can be evaluated efficiently by FFT.
Now come back to the equation (5.4) on the geometry shown in Fig. 13. Since periodic
boundary conditions are specified on the boundary of the truncated domain, applying
the above analysis we have
Gyu |Γ−E ∪Γ+W =(F→G)
H
m1F xu |Γ+S ∪ΓiE∪Γ−N+(G→G)
H
m1Gxu |Γ−S ∪ΓiW∪Γ+N ,
F yu |Γ+E ∪Γ−W =(F→F )
H
m2F xu |Γ+S ∪ΓiE∪Γ−N+(G→F )
H
m2Gxu |Γ−S ∪ΓiW∪Γ+N ,
Gxu |Γ+N∪Γ−S =(F→G)
V
n1F
y
u |Γ−W∪ΓiN∪Γ+E +(G→G)
V
n1G
y
u |Γ+W∪ΓiS∪Γ−E ,
F xu |Γ−N∪Γ+S =(F→F )
V
n2F
y
u |Γ−W∪ΓiN∪Γ+E +(G→F )
V
n2G
y
u |Γ+W∪ΓiS∪Γ−E ,
(5.5)
and
Gxu |ΓiE =A
H
m1F xu |Γ+S ∪ΓiE∪Γ−N+B
H
m1Gxu |Γ−S ∪ΓiW∪Γ+N ,
F xu |ΓiW =C
H
m1F xu |Γ+S ∪ΓiE∪Γ−N+D
H
m1Gxu |Γ−S ∪ΓiW∪Γ+N ,
Gyu |ΓiN =A
V
n1F
y
u |Γ−W∪ΓiN∪Γ+E +B
V
n1G
y
u |Γ+W∪ΓiS∪Γ−E ,
F yu |ΓiS =C
V
n1F
y
u |Γ−W∪ΓiN∪Γ+E +D
V
n1G
y
u |Γ+W∪ΓiS∪Γ−E .
(5.6)
Here we use the superscripts H and V to distinguish those operators in two different di-
rections. Given F xu |ΓiE , G
x
u |ΓiW , F
y
u |ΓiN and G
x
u |ΓiS , in principle G
y
u |Γ−E ∪Γ+W , F
y
u |Γ+E ∪Γ−W , Gxu |Γ+N∪Γ−S
and F xu |Γ−N∪Γ+S can be determined by the operator equations (5.5). Thus then (5.6) implic-
itly define a RtR mapping from F xu |ΓiE , G
x
u |ΓiW , F
y
u |ΓiN and G
x
u |ΓiS , to G
x
u |ΓiE , F
x
u |ΓiW , G
y
u |ΓiN andF xu |ΓiS . A DtN mapping can be further derived on the boundary of the defect cell, and the
computation can now be performed solely on the defect cell.
Unlike the periodic array problems which are periodic only in one direction, the
derivation of RtR mapping becomes much more complicated. On the discrete level we
need to solve a linear system with unknowns Gyu |Γ−E ∪Γ+W ,F
y
u |Γ+E ∪Γ−W , Gxu |Γ+N∪Γ−S andF xu |Γ−N∪Γ+S .
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This operation is still much time–consuming. However, if the size of domain is enlarged,
the number of unknowns is only increased linearly for two–dimensional problems.
We now present a numerical test. The initial function is
u0(x,y)=exp(−100x2−100y2+20xi).
The potential function is
V(x,y)= ∑
m,n∈Z
V0exp(−100(x−m)2−100(y−n)2)−V0exp(−100x2−100y2).
The periodic cell is of size 1×1, and the origin is located in the center of the defect cell
[−0.5,0.5]×[−0.5,0.5]. The whole computational domain contains 9×9=81 periodic cells.
We set the cut-off frequency as 40000, and use the middle–point quadrature rule to ap-
proximate the integral (4.3). The number of quadrature points is 1024. Each cell is dis-
cretized into 8×8=64 eighth–order finite elements. In Table 2 we list the relative L2–errors
at different time points when V0 = 0. The reference solution is obtained by the spectral
method with same grid points. We see that in this time regime, the errors are always less
than 0.02 percent. In Figs. 15–18, we show several snapshots for the modulus of wave
functions when V0 = 0, and in Figs. 19–22 for the potential V0 = 4000. Note that only 9
cells including the defect cell are shown in those figures.
Time Point (×0.0125) 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Relative L2–Error 4.05(-5) 6.21(-5) 8.65(-5) 1.19(-4) 1.51(-4)
Table 2: Relative L2–errors in [−0.5,0.5]2 at different time points for V0=0.
Conclusion
In this work we introduced a fast evaluation method of the Robin-to-Robin (RtR)
mappings for periodic structure problems. Our method is an improvement of the recently
developed recursive doubling procedure by Yuan and Lu for the evaluation of Dirichlet-
to-Neumann (DtN) maps. The advantage of using RtR rather than DtN mapping lies
in the fact that with the former the possibility of encountering some characteristic wave
numbers are effectively avoided. This point is very important when considering periodic
arrays with a large or infinite number of periodic cells.
It turns out that when the wave number is complex, or real but in the stop bands of the
periodic structures, our method can be used to derive the boundary RtR mapping with
arbitrary accuracy. When the wave number lies in the pass bands, some traveling Bloch
waves appear. To guarantee a well-posed PDE problem, one has to specify a physically-
relevant radiation condition. How to extend the proposed method for this case is an
interesting problem.
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Fig. 15: V0=0.
Fig. 16: V0=0.
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Fig. 17: V0=0.
Fig. 18: V0=0.
22
Fig. 19: V0=4000.
Fig. 20: V0=4000.
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Fig. 21: V0=4000.
Fig. 22: V0=4000.
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Appendix
Lemma A. The following Helmholtz equation is uniquely solvable for any f0,gN∈(H1/2(Γ0))′
and any z∈Z\{0}
−∆u(x)+zn2u(x)=0, x∈Ω≡∪N−1i=0 Ci,
∂yu(x)=0, x∈∪N−1i=0 Σ±i ,
−∂xu(x)+ +
√
zu(x)= f0, x∈Γ0,
∂xu(x)+ +
√
zu(x)= gN , x∈ΓN ,
where n∈C1(∪i∈ZCi), Ci and Σ±i are defined as in Fig. 1.
Proof. The weak form of the above equation is:
Find u∈H1(Ω), such that
a(u,v)=F(v), ∀v∈H1(Ω),
where
a(u,v)=(∇u,∇v)+z(n2u,v)+ +√z(u,v)Γ0+ +
√
z(u,v)ΓN
and
F(v)=< f0,v>Γ0 +< gN ,v>ΓN , ∀v∈H1(Ω).
If Imz 6=0 or z is a positive real number, a(·,·) is coercive in the space H1(Ω). According
to the Lax-Milgram theorem, the Helmholtz equation has a unique weak solution. If z is
a negative real number, since the bilinear form a(·,·) satisfies the Ga˚rding inequality, the
Fredholm alternative thus holds, which means we need only to prove the uniqueness.
Take f0= gN =0 and v=u, and we get
(∇u,∇u)+z(n2u,u)+ +√z(u,u)Γ0+ +
√
z(u,u)ΓN =0,
which implies u=0 on Γ0∪ΓN . Since f0= gN =0 we also have ∂xu=0 on Γ0∪ΓN . Let us
define
u˜=
{
u , x∈Ω=∪N−1i=0 Ci,
0 , x∈∪i 6∈[0,N−1]Ci.
Then u˜∈H1loc(∪i∈ZCi) satisfies the Helmholtz equation. According to the unique contin-
uation principle (see page 64 in [26]), we have u˜≡0, thus u≡0.
Lemma B. The operators I−AmDn and I−DnAm are invertible.
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Proof. We only prove the invertibility of I−AmDn. It suffices to show that if (I−AmDn)g=
0, i.e., AmDng= g, then g=0. Let us denote by u1 the solution of the Helmholtz equation
on ∪n−1i=0 Ci with the boundary conditions
F xu1 |Γ0 =0, Gxu1 |Γn = g.
In addition, we denote by u2 the solution of the Helmholtz equation on ∪n+m−1i=n Ci with
the boundary conditions
F xu2 |Γn =Dng, Gxu2 |Γm+n =0.
In terms of the definitions of Ai and Di we have
F xu1 |Γn =Dng, Gxu2 |Γn =AmDng= g.
Thus then,
F xu1 |Γn =F xu2 |Γn , Gxu1 |Γn =Gxu2 |Γn .
This implies that if we define
u=
{
u1 , x∈∪n−1i=0 Ci,
u2 , x∈∪n+m−1i=n Ci,
then u solves the Helmholtz equation on ∪n+m−1i=0 Ci. Since
F xu |Γ0 =F xu1 |Γ0 =0, Gxu |Γn+m =Gxu2 |Γn+m =0,
according to Lemma A, we have u˜≡0 and thus g=0.
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